One of the nicest things about watching over Valley View; is witnessing our young people excelling in areas that they have taken to a much higher level. The cut-out picture shows a long ago village team of 3rd & 4th Grade Girls Champions. The photo was published in my April 2005 Newsletter (#59). A much younger Stephanie Poland with her teammates is pointed out by the arrow. That’s her Dad, Chris as the girl’s basketball team coach. By the time we fast-forward to this current issue [#137], those original talents ultimately have reached sincere accomplishment.

Cutting down one of what will be many nets in the future, Stephanie currently plays for Hathaway Brown. The school has brought home four straight Division II State Titles; and Steph has been on the team for three of those titles. No school has ever won five straight titles, so Ms. Poland will have a sincere goal for her senior year; As a straight ‘A’ student, Stephanie has also organized “Hoops for The Cure” events to fight breast cancer, collectively raising over $5000. Valley View says: Awesome

Now comes the happiest of all times as we welcome the newest addition to the family.

Ron & Carol Henry have been wonderful friends and neighbors since we established our homes at the same time, way back in 1980. Our children still remain the very closest of friends. Certainly it has been enjoyable to watch all of them grow forward to adulthood.

Brian and Jacqueline Henry found out that their son, Chase Madden Henry was in a hurry to find out what was good about Valley View; so much so he arrived far ahead of his due date; on April 14th. Chase is starting out at 6 pounds 6 ounces of love and joy. I’m sure I’ll be getting to know him real soon. Congratulations are in order for grandparents, Ron & Carol — and Brian & Jacqueline Henry.